
Dentist Anders Boel, DK
”I provide more patient friendly injections today, than I did when I 
injected manually. In nine cases out of ten I only need to do 
intraligamental injection or infiltration, which means less analgetic
solution per patient. From the pressure control I receive a very 
good feedback, that tells me if I have placed the needle right - that 
the solution is not just leaking back.”

Dentist Lisbeth Skibsted, DK
”I want to deliver as local an injection as possible so my patients 
can leave the clinic without a numb cheek, tongue and lip - and 
without soreness in the soft tissue later on. CALAJECT meets this 
demand. In addition, I appreciate that CALAJECT is an cost 
effective device - no other cost than my usual cartridges and 
needles incur.”

Dentist Jan Frydensberg Thomsen, DK
"I was first introduced to computer assisted local anesthesia in 
2007 - and have been using such a device ever since. Computer 
controlled injection has an incomparable ergonomic advantage 
over manual injection, as you do not need to bend your wrist and 
press the plunger simultaneously. I can sit relaxed and inject. I 
have a greater success rate with nerve blocks - and the low 
computer controlled injection rate makes it virtually pain free for 
the patient. Now I have been using CALAJECT for a while. It has 
given me some extra benefits; the hand piece is heavier, and after 
getting accustomed to that, it has become advantageous - it is well 
balanced and easy to control.”

WHAT DENTISTS ARE SAYING ABOUT CALAJECT™



Dentist Søren Holm, DK
“CALAJECT makes it easier for me to treat my nervous patients.
They are calm in the chair – and really enthusiastic about the fact 
that I can provide anaesthesia without any discomfort.”

Dentist Mette Kæraa, DK
“CALAJECT can create life-long and loyal patients due to its 
painfree injections. It has become an indispensable element of the
pain-free dental treatment that we offer.”

Dentist Ralf Breier, DE
“Electronically controlled anesthesia is an indispensable part of 
our daily practice. When you ask our patients, and we ask after 
each anesthesia, the unanimous opinion is that this is a landmark. 
We sit relaxed by the patient, can support us comfortably, the 
patient does s not jerk and asks after the injection, if we did 
anything. This positive experience excites dentist and patient - and 
believe me, the patient tells it on."

Dentist Rune Ørum Luk, DK
“It puts out a clear signal that the clinic is using the latest 
technology. In other words, we are investing in our patients' well-
being."
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Dentist Tina Løbner, DK
“CALAJECT is amazing! It has clear advantages over the device I 
used to work with. It allows me to do all types of local anesthetics. 
I avoid waste of anesthetic liquid and cost of disposable hose sets 
– only need the standard needles and cartridges, I use for manual 
anesthesia. It is also easy to clean."

Dentist Hanna Marcinowska, PL
“I have been using computer-assisted analgesia for many years, in 
fact ever since it appeared on the market. It has improved the 
comfort of administering anesthetics incredibly - for both patients 
and for me. I can no longer imagine analgesia using a carpoule
syringe, neither can my patients. Unfortunately, until recently, a 
major problem for computer-assisted analgesia was the high costs 
of a single anesthetic. That is why it immediately drew my 
attention, when the latest system CALAJECT appeared, which does 
not require special, dedicated expensive parts. CALAJECT is 
extremely easy and intuitive, and for analgesia I now use needles 
and cartridges like for a carpoule syringe. CALAJECT is very 
modern, I liked its design and special programs for different types 
of analgesia. In practice, the system that controls tissue resistance 
is also very useful - the device turns off automatically when tissue 
resistance is too high. Thanks to this, I am certain that the patient 
won't feel expanding and pain.” 
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Dentist Marcin Bogurski, PL
“I'm a second-generation dentist and I have been observing the 
development of my profession since childhood. Over the last 40 
years, the changes have been enormous and we all know it. The 
approach to patients feeling pain during dental treatments has 
also changed. Analgesia is simply a standard procedure for all 
practitioners. However, the expectations from patients are 
growing and they demand that analgesia itself takes place 
painlessly. I tested many devices of this type in my practice over 
several years, but I remained faithful to my experience with the 
reliable carpoule. But everything changed when I got to know the 
CALAJECT device. Today, the aesthetic and modern, small device is 
my faithful companion during long working hours. And the 
patients ... well, they are delighted.”

WHAT DENTISTS ARE SAYING ABOUT CALAJECT™

Dentist Stephen Selwyn, UK
“I have to say that right from my very first use I have been as 
impressed as my patients. The learning curve was very short 
(almost none) and patients have not been able to feel anything 
on many of the injections and hardly anything on the others. So 
far I have not had a single patient have a bad experience, all 
have been successfully anaesthetised and it also seem to me 
that they are numb quicker although this may be due to the 
injection taking longer. I also really like the safety-sheathing for 
protection against needle stick injury and do not find it any 
barrier to use.”


